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Starting from observation of pathogenesis of Kuru disease, we try to investigate the immunologic role played by central 
nervous systems. A deeply knowledge in the transmission model of this pathology can be an imaging/diagnostic tool to verify 

the progression of this prion molecule from gastro-intestinal systems to the brain (after cannibalistic behaviour). The prions 
can be considered a sort of trace ant in kuru to monitoring this process and immune-brain relationship. Interesting information 
can be obtained useful to produce new pharmacological strategies in some other degenerative brain disease involving innate 
immune system activation. Observing the kuru disease, we can have a model to better describe this process and its relationship. 
The review article was aimed to show relationship between innate immune system in some brain neurodegenerative pathology 
useful to produce new therapeutic strategies that could be introduced. The rationale of this paper is that in kuru disease prions 
in CNS produce a degenerative response related also to innate immune system response. Relationship between some brain 
disease as amyloidosis and other degenerative disease like Parkinson, dementia and prions disease and other must be deeply 
investigated especially by the innate immune system role played. Multiple sclerosis is a neuro inflammatory disease that involves 
adaptive immunity: Lymphocyte T and B, while other disease such as Alzheimer’s, neurodegenerative pathology involves the 
innate immunity (microglia-macrophage like activity, first immune control system in the central nervous systems). Observing the 
kuru disease, the time involved in presentation of syntomatology after intake of prions and (a slow process) related to the fast 
time in some cases involved in some neurotropic viruses we can think to a passive (vs. active) process by which immune systems 
transfer to the brain the toxic prions from GI system.
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